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### 問答題：(115%)

1. What is the OSI reference model? Describe the functions of each layer. (20%)
2. Explain the meaning in the TCP and UDP header. (30%，UDP：5%，TCP：25%)

```plaintext
1. Source port  Destination port
2. Sequence Number
3. Acknowledge Number
4. Header Length  Reserved  flag  Receiver Window
5. checksum  Urgent Pointer
6. Options  Padding

Data begins …
```

3. What is the function of DHCP? What is the purpose of NAT? (10%)
4. What is a socket address? Why would an application use UDP instead of TCP? (15%)
5. What is the difference between persistent HTTP with pipelining and persistent HTTP without pipelining? Which is used by HTTP 1.1? (10%)

6. What is circuit switched network and packet switched network? (10%)

7. Who invent ICQ, the first instant messaging service? When was it invented? Who invented Napster? When was it invented? (20%)